ABSTRACT. The effect of splitting, rearrangement, and grouping series alterations on the sun=nability of a convergent series by l-l and cs-cs matrix methods is studied. Conditions are determined that guarantee the existence of alterations that are transformed into divergent series and into series wth preassigned sus.
Furthermore, any splitting matrix that is cs-cs or -is also limit-preserving.
PROOF. The proof follows from straightforward applications of (i.i), (1. In [7] we provided an affirmative answer to the following question proposed by J.A. Fridy [8] : is a null sequence necessarily in if there exists a sumpreserving 4-4 matrix that maps all rearrangements of x into 4? A similar questlon is as follows: if x e cs (4) and A is a limit-preservlng cs-cs matrix, does there exist an alteration of x that A fails to map into cs (4)?
Grouping alterations are always limlt-preserving cs-cs and 4-4 transformations, therefore it is easy to see that if A is a limit-preserving cs-cs matrix and x cs (4), then A will map every grouping alteration of x into cs Rearrangements are also limlt-preserving 
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This selection process for y may be continued so that l(Ay)p(i) > 1/2 for each i. It follows that Ay fails to be null, and the proof is complete. COROLLARY 5. If A is a limit-preserving cs-cs (E-E) matrix and x cs (E), then there exists a splitting y of x such that Ay fails to be in cs ().
MAPPINGS TO PREASSIGNED .LIMITS.
Rearrangement is the only series alteration method of our three types that can produce a new series with sum different from that of the original series. A more interesting question is the following: if A is a limit-preserving cs-cs matrix and o is a preassigned value, under what ,conditions can a convergent series be altered so that A maps the altered series to one that sums to o?
The answer for grouping alterations is easy since groupings are limitpreserving cs-cs and E-maps: the alteration exists only when is the sum of the original series. The same answer applies when A is E-E, x , and the alteration is rearrangement. When A is cs-cs, x cs but x 4 , and the alteration is a rearrangement, the desired alteration will always exist. be stronger than convergence is that A have null rows and satisfy (4.10).
